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Foeto-placental insufficiency has become a separate clinical entity in modern 
obstetrics. The term has reference to high-risk pregnancies, in which the dia
gnostic problem must be solved before therapy is undertaken, since various 
forms of foeto-placental insufficiency exist. 

\Ve can in fact distinguish between a primary and a secondary form, which 
may be either acute or chronic. There are not usually any therapeutic problems 
with the acute condition, which systematically progresses towards abortion or 
premature delivery. The chronic form, which is slower to develop, must be 
differentiated as between primary and secondary insufficiency. It is often found, 
though it is frequently unobserved, that serious anaemia involves secondary 
foeto-placental insufficiency, the placental factor being the greater, as in the most 
serious forms of toxaemia of pregnancy, materno-foetal iso-immunization and 
biologically protracted pregnancy. In these cases the laboratory findings are almost 
negative and therapy must be oriented towards the basic illness; in other words 
we cure the anaemia, we cure the toxicosis, we prevent it being protracted and 
we combat the foeto-placental insufficiency. Thus it is not a question of solving 
therapeutic problems but rather of setting up a diagnostic programme in good 
time, thus avoiding, by abstaining from treatment, the production of irreversible 
lesions. 

Primary foeto-placental insufficiency is the true form of this condition. The 
aetiological and pathogenetic factor can often be avoided if we remember that 
we are dealing with dysfunction of the functional unit of the foetus and the 
placenta. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

We have utilized various parameters with a view to diagnosing pregnancy involv
ing foeto-placental insufficiency. Many of these parameters, such as glycaemia, 
the electrolytes, proteinaemia, uricosuria, uricaemia, vaginal and hormonal cyto
logy, have given us very little help. Much more useful results, however, have 
been obtained from determinations of plasma urea (even with very low readings), 
from study of the amniotic fluid (spectrophotometric curve - creatinine level -
cell population), and from Lauritzen's test, which is negative in secondary forms 
of foeto-placental insufficiency. Specifically in the primary forms, we found that 
the immunoglobulins we studied had a special behaviour pattern, which was the 
expression of diminished maternal immunological tolerance as compared to the 
paternal component of the foetal structures. 

Our study was limited to three classes of immunoglobulins that can be of great 
importance, lgG, lgA, lgM. The technique used for the determinations was that 
of simple radial immunodi伽sion by Mancini's method. 
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